
Featuring the legendary 
Apollonius, kissing circles and 
a smattering of math geeks

“Hasn’t all the maths 
been figured 
out already?” 

I’m a mathematician, and 
I get asked this question 
almost every day. Well, my 
job is to solve problems that 
haven’t been solved before. 
Sometimes this means 
stumbling upon an old one, 
to finish the story that was 
started long ago.

From Greeks to Geeks

Today’s story is thousands 
of years old, and has its 
beginnings in ancient 
Greece. In fact, this problem 
is still being studied today, 
by mathematicians around 
the world. It’s an epic 
mathematical problem 
featuring fizzing bubbles, a 
letter from a wise man to a 
princess, and a poem. The 
story begins with the pouring 
of an aerated drink…

Bubble Trouble

When you pour a fizzy soft 
drink into a glass, have you 
noticed how bubbles of many 
different sizes, all cluster at 
the top? A mathematician 
might look at them and 
wonder what the relationship 
between the sizes of the 
bubbles could be. 
It turns out that more than 
2000 years ago in Perga, 
Greece, a man named 
Apollonius was solving 
a related problem about 
the geometry of circles. 
Apollonius was one of the 
great scientists of his day, 
making discoveries in 
astronomy and mathematics 
that have survived to this day. 
There’s even a crater on the 
moon named after him!

A Very 
Fizzy 
Story
by Jayadev Athreya

Kissing Circles

So what was the circular 
problem that Apollonius 
was mulling over? It has 
to do with kissing circles! 
Mathematicians say two 
circles are tangent if they 
touch at exactly one point. 
It’s easy to draw two circles 
that are tangent, and even to 
draw one more circle that is 
tangent to the first two circles. 
But what if we kept going? 
What if we wanted to draw 
a fourth circle, tangent to 
all the first three circles? 
Apollonius proved that there 
could be only two possible 
fourth circles, an inner one 
and an outer one. 
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Now having drawn the inner 
and outer circles, what if 
we fill the regions between, 
with more circles, following 
the rule that every circle we 
draw has to be tangent to 
three of the circles drawn 
before? Eventually, we’ll get 
a picture like the one on the 
side, known as the Apollonian 
gasket. This is an example 
of a fractal or a shape which 

looks the same no matter 
how much you zoom in. (On a 
more refreshing note, doesn’t 
this also look like the bubbles 
on top of a glass of Limca?)

Poetic Bends

But what about the sizes of 
these circles? Let’s measure 
them, and see what they tell 
us. In school, you may have 

learnt to measure the size 
of a circle by calculating the 
area inside, or the length 
around (the circumference). 
You probably know these 
quantities can be calculated 
from the radius of a circle, 
which is the distance from 
the centre to the boundary. 
Something that you may not 
know about is the curving 
or bend of a circle, which 
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is calculated by taking one 
over the radius, expressed 
in the formula k (bend) = 
+1/r (radius). For example, 
if a circle has radius 3, it has 
a bend of 1/3, and if it has 
radius 5, it has a bend of 1/5. 
The bigger the radius of a 
circle gets, the lesser the bend 
or the curve, whereas smaller 
circles have greater bends. 
It turns out that if we look 
at four circles all of which 
are tangent, there is a very 
special relationship between 
their bends. This formula 
was discovered by the 
French mathematician and 
philosopher Rene Descartes, 
which he first wrote in his 
letter to Princess Elizabeth 
of Bohemia. His formula said 

same as first adding up the 
bends, then dividing by 2. We 
have to be a little careful with 
the outside circle, though – 
since it bends towards the 
first three circles, we take it’s 
bend to be a negative number.

If you don’t like all this 
mathematical talk, let’s say 
it in verse. An American 
Nobel prize-winning chemist 
Frederick Soddy rediscovered 
the equation above in 1936, 
and wrote a poem about it 
in the magazine Nature. The 
first verse of the ‘Kiss Precise’ 
tells us about Apollonius’s 
discovery, and the second 
briefs us on Descartes’ 
formula:

Four circles to the kissing 
come.

The smaller are the benter.

The bend is just the inverse of

The distance from the center.

Though their intrigue left 
Euclid dumb

There's now no need for rule 
of thumb.

Since zero bend's a dead 
straight line

And concave bends have 
minus sign,

The sum of the squares of all 
four bends

Is half the square of their sum.

Counting Circles

We’re still figuring out more 
about Apollonian gaskets 
today. For instance, imagine 
looking at one of our gaskets 
through a microscope. As you 
increase the magnification, 
you’ll see more and more 
small circles. How many 
will you see? To answer 
this question, teams of 
mathematicians from all 
over the world (including 
the US, India, Korea, Russia, 
France, and South Africa) 
have had to use radically new 
techniques, involving non-
Euclidean geometry and the 
theory of dynamical systems 
(popularly known as ‘chaos 
theory’). This 2000-year-old 
story, from a mathematician’s 
perspective, is just getting 
started. I hope you’ll be 
inspired to help write the next 
chapters.
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1/r1= a 1/r2= b 1/r3= c 1/r4= d

that if ‘a, b, c, and d’ are the 
bends of the four circles, then 
2(a2+b2+c2 +d2) = (a+b+c+d)2

Remember that if n is a 
number, n2, the square of n, is 
given by n2 = n x n. According 
to the formula, if you add up 
the squares of the bends and 
multiply it with 2, that’s the 
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